THE BUILDING OF PROTESTANT ENGLAND
and, according to that copy after it had passed through his hands,
there are (i) a few words which might seem to approve the
removal of Elizabeth; (2) a postscript in which the murder of
Elizabeth is openly alluded to, and the names of the six gentlemen
are asked for. Mary had made out a fair copy of the letter she
sent. It was taken down by her French secretary, and translated
into English by another secretary. She kept this draft and sent
her reply off on July 17, a week after the original letter. The
forger and decipherer Philips and his master Walsingham kept
Mary's letter till July 29, when they saw that it should reach
Babington. He was arrested, Mary was kept away from her
rooms, and her papers were seized, including the notes of her reply
to Babington and the draft of it which had been drawn up by her
secretary.
The next thing to do was to suppress a witness who on con-
frontation with Mary might have broken down, so Babington
and his fellows were put to death. There was such sympathy
with the victims that Elizabeth, who in her terror had sug-
gested the special torturing of them, was not allowed to have
her way. The condemned were divided into two lots. The
first, in which were Babington and Ballard, whom it was im-
portant to get out of the way at once, were butchered in the
approved manner. But public feeling was now so strong that
the Government did not dare to act so with the second lot. They
were not even drawn and quartered, but simply hanged. Three
weeks after Babington had been got out of the way a committee
of thirty-six appointed to try Mary appeared at the castle of
Fotheringay, to which she had been removed as being a remote
and isolated place where what was to be done could be done
with the greatest freedom. The Queen of Scots denied her
guilt, or any intention of abetting an attack on Elizabeth's life
or'any violence against her. She said that the so-called copies
of her letters which had been produced contained forgeries—
she had used no words approving of Elizabeth's death. And
she demanded that the original draft of the letters, which was in
the possession of Wahingham9 should be produced. She also asked
that her secretary should come into court.
Walsingham's action here is the crux of the whole affair,
and can determine our judgment. He protested; he gave
himself a public certificate for honesty, but he suppressed the
original draft, and Mary's secretary was not examined before the
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